
 

Homework 

MyMaths will be given on a Thursday and will be due in on the following 

Thursday. Children are encouraged to read as often as possible, preferable 

at least 3 times per week. They can bring their reading books in on Fridays 

and a new one will be returned on Mondays. A list of spellings will be given 

out on a Friday and there will be a test on the following Friday. 

Maths 

In maths we use the White Rose Scheme which includes lots of 

practical maths experiences as well as problem solving and       

reasoning challenges. We will be covering place value, addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division. 

English 

In English we will be looking at a variety of 

books including ‘Owl Babies’, ’The Owl who 

was afraid of the Dark’ and the information text 

‘The Orchard book of  Greek Myths’. We will 

explore a variety of reading and writing tasks 

linked to our topics in  Geography and Science. 

We will continue to develop comprehension 

Science 

In Science Year 3  

children will be look-

ing at Light and 

Shadows as well as 

Skeletons, Muscles and Nutrition. 

Religious Education 

Our topics in RE are Homes, Promises and 

Visitors. We will also have an Awe and  Won-

der week in November. The Judaism faith will 

also be explored and celebrated.  

Physical Education 

Children will develop their fitness in a 

range of multisport activities such as 

Circuit Training and Gymnastics.  

Lessons will take place outside when 

possible. 

Humanities 

In Geography we will looking at how the 

world is divided and in History, Ancient 

Greece. 

Computing 

This term we will be looking at                 

E-Safety and collecting/analysing data    

using the laptops. 

French 

This term we will begin to learn about the 

culture of France and begin to learn 

some greetings and who we are. 

Art / Design and Technology 

In DT, Year 3 children will be learning about 

healthy eating and in Art, sketching body 

movements and expressions. We will also do 

some painting. 

Music  

Children will sing, perform and compose with 

a variety of musical devices.  


